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FOCUS ON THE FRENCH PYRENEES

04.
03.
TO CHOOSE THE PYRENEES

01.

TRADITIONAL
AND MODERN£

The French Pyrenees, the mountains of the south between France and Spain, the Atlantic
and the Mediterranean, consists of six major ski resorts: Saint-Lary, Peyragudes,
Cauterets, Grand Tourmalet, Ax-3-Domaines, Les Angles.
The French Pyrenees combine a rich cultural heritage with tourist development that
respects the environment. The valleys are carefully protected so the countryside retains its
pastoral character. Each resort has its own intimate charm, friendly welcoming locals and
mid-altitude locations that are ideal for younger children plus a wonderful climate in
which to ski.
Ski-in/ski-out resorts, traditional villages, alpine skiing and cross-country areas, freeride
to apres-ski surrounded by the benefits and pleasures of natural warm spa waters.
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Nestled between the Atlantic and Mediterranean,
the Pyrenees carve through Southern France. The
atmosphere here is fuss-free, relaxed and friendly.
The beaming sun in the sky has nothing on the
locals’ beaming smiles. Visitors are welcomed as
friends. They pull out all the stops, stories and top
tips are shared and service always oozes simplicity.

T HE LEADER FOR SKI & SPA
HOLIDAY IN FRANCE

A DESTINATION WITH SOUL

In winter, people visiting the mountain want to unwind, pamper themselves and
reconnect with body and soul. The mountain is the perfect place to restore balance to a
busy everyday life. Fresh air, nature, altitude and regenerative thermal waters are just
some of the mountain’s natural assets to enable everyone to get their glow back whilst
on holiday. After spending a day skiing in the untouched setting and fresh air, the hot
water, imbued with minerals from the mountains, is rejuvenating and soothing.
All the major ski resorts in the Pyrenees provide thermal water relaxation in innovative
and modern spas as an “apres-ski” treat. They give their guests peaceful centres with a
hot thermal water lagoon, bubble beds, swan neck fountains, music baths, jacuzzi,
sauna, Turkish bath, Salt Callar, children area and more. For total relaxation, each centre
has designed its very own treatment menu. Massages and scrubs, donkey milk baths, Dead
Sea treatments, introductions to the art of the Turkish bath or Japanese rituals and more.

5 GOOD REASONS
02.

05.

 IGH TECH RESORTS
H
IN PRESERVED NATURAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Ski resorts of the French Pyrenees are set in a
preserved natural environment.
Contrary to the Alps you will not find any industry
in our valleys, no concrete resorts, just numerous
small villages, which have retained their Pyrenean
character, their authenticity and their inhabitants.
Pyrenean resorts are much better presented
because the Pyrenean valleys have not been
industrialised and have remained rural with
agricultural activity outside of tourism.
During their development the Pyrenean resorts
integrated themselves into the villages and valleys,
giving them more character and now allowing
them to propose more activities than just skiing. At
the same time visitors can enjoy the living
ambience of these villages, meeting and creating
relationships with the locals.
The French Pyrenean resorts have made a huge
effort to limit the visual impact of their lift systems,
particularly with the replacement of several highcapacity lifts. They also have made huge investment
in the production of artificial snow.

«SOUTH WESTERN»
LIFESTYLE IN FRANCE

In the Pyrenees we take our time, we chat over a
coffee or mulled wine, we have fun with the kids, we
stroll along sun-soaked terraces, we settle into
deckchairs to gaze at the views.
The villages are packed at the end of the day. With
entertainment, bars, restaurants and shopping,
you’ll never get bored or lonely.

GASTRONOMY FULL OF FLAVOUR

Restaurants showcase local produce that the chefs
cook with passion to tantalise your taste buds after
a day fulled with fresh mountain air. Local lamb,
Madiran wine, Tarbais beans, Bigorre black pork
and more.

WORKING WITH
THE ENVIRONMENT

The French Pyrenean resorts make every effort to conserve their natural environment
and to limit their impact on the local eco-system. They have all obtained the
environmental certification ISO 14 001.
The resort of Saint-Lary was the first ski resort in the Pyrenees to sign the Durable
Development Charter instigated by the association of mountain mayors.
The resort of Peyragudes has constructed a residence HQE (High Environmental
Quality). Peyragudes was awarded the Trophy of Ecological Awareness by Mountain
Riders for its efforts towards a durable and reasonable development.
The resort of Les Angles is also certified Iso’s norm 50 001 for energy
An important effort has been made to adapt the ski areas, to limit the impact of the ski
lifts on the environment, whilst still being able to improve the quality and the
movement of skiers across the ski area.

NEW !
ANGLÉO, Balnéo & Spa
The perfect complement to skiing, hiking, exploring our stunning
mountains or simply getting away from it all on holiday. We have tried to
imagine what everyone would need to unwind, to relax after physically
pushing yourself or simply for pure pleasure…
Massages, swimming, beauty treatments, water aerobics, you can pick
and choose… or give everything a go!
More informations on : www.lesangles.com
page 23
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MULTI-SLOPES

CENTRES

GAVARNIE VALLEYS

PYRENEES 2 VALLEES
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The winter showcase
The large valley that runs from Lourdes to
Gavarnie is so familiar in summer, yet during
winter, it adopts a different look, more
isolated, almost intimidating, but still
imposing and magnificent. Encircling the
Pyrenees National Park, you enter into an
exceptional mountain setting. It is also a
setting for discoveries, where you will get to
know this multi-faceted landscape.
Whatever the season, the valley’s heart is at
Luz-Saint-Saveur, the real nerve centre. You
stop in Luz, you go through it and you go
through it again, heading for the Grand
Tourmalet, Gavarnie or Luz-Ardiden.
The largest of the Pyrenean ski slopes, the
Grand Tourmalet stretches over both sides of
the border and can boast that it is the home of
the famous Pic du Midi. Within the area, there
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are real freeride ski slopes, unique in the
Pyrenees.
The Gavarnie cirque, classed as a UNESCO site,
is more noble and more fascinating than ever
when it’s wearing its cloak of snow and ice. Its
ski slopes, surrounded by 3000, is the perfect
place for a contemplative ski.
In Luz-Ardiden, you find a friendly atmosphere
and a varied ski offering. From the summit,
you can see the neighbouring resort of Cauterets, which you can reach via the Luz gorges.
In Cauterets, the architecture is completely
different. An example of the Belle Epoque, it is
both original and refined. It’s ski slopes are
coiled up in the heart of the Lys cirque. It has
the advantage of being panoramic and
offering some of the best natural snow
coverage in the Pyrenees. If you enjoy crosscountry skiing, you’ll love the Pont d’Espagne
slopes, just like a little Canada.
So, then, there is just the wildness and
tranquillity of the Val d’Azun, with its crosscountry area and the Hautacam, a real snow
theme park. Don’t forget to benefit from the
healing properties of the thermal waters in the
region’s 4 spa centres.

SKI PASS
• For 20 euros the Gavarnie Valley Pass
allows you to ski without going to
the ticket office any time of the week
or weekend.
• The days you ski are deducted from
the pass with 10-15% off the main rates.

PYRENEES
2 VALLEES

Ski & Sensual delight
In the heart of the Pyrenees mountains, this is
fabulous cocoon, where you can delight in not
just the pleasures of skiing, but also the beauty
of the wild landscapes, the muffled atmosphere
of the snow-covered forests, the incredible frozen lakes, the tranquillity of a mountain village,
the warmth of cosy accommodation, and the
friendly ambiance of the lively evenings, where
all the Gascon and Iberian influences mingle.
You can slide your skis freely from slope to
slope in the 4 ski resorts. If you love wild, open
spaces, you’ll want to explore the enchanting
setting of the Néouvielle Reserve, scattered
with sleep winter pine trees and lakes. Some of
you might choose a trip through the Baleastas
forest with a dog-sled, before taking a
contemplative walk along the banks of the
Loudenvielle lake, or appreciating a view over

© Rémi Langlumé 2017

Lançon

© Rémi Langlumé 2017

The Hautes-Pyrénées are divied
in to two main ski areas; these
bring together several ski resorts:
the valleys from Gavarnie to the
west and Pyrenees 2 Valleys to the
east. Each has its own treasures,
highlights, panoramas and
ambiance.
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both valleys from the Val Louron-Azet pass.
Others might be tempted by crossing the
border into neighbouring Spain, for some
shopping, skiing or exploring. But everyone
will end the day bathing in one of the 4 spa
centres, before enjoying a Pyrenean meal and
then snuggling down for the night.
With the skiing, the four resorts have each
developed their own style. Saint-Lary is
renowned with slopes that created great
Olympic champions such as Isabelle Mir in
skiing and Polo De Le Rue in snowboarding.
Peyragudes is expert with its impeccable
slopes, its innovative snow facilities and highperformance ski-lifts. Val Louron is the big
resort for little people with the largest area of
nursery slopes in the Pyrenees. Piau is natural
with its high mountain decoration, its
integrated architecture and its guaranteed
snow coverage.
The two access routes to Spain increase the
possibilities for sliding. The Val d’Aran leads
you to the King of Spain’s very posh resort,
Baqueira. And the Aragnouet tunnel reveals
the secret, untouched Pineta Valley with its
snowshoe and cross-country ski trails which
meander under the watch of the mighty Monte
Perdido.

SKI PASS
• 1 single pass
• 1 card for €20 per customer.
• The customer then pays for their ski days
by direct debit during their stay
• Valid for 4 or 8 days, in pay-as-you-go mode,
so you only pay for the days you actually ski,
at a preferential price, by bank transfer.
• 10 to 15% off the price of your day’s skiing
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FOCUS ON CAUTERETS

HAUTES-PYRENEES

HIGHLIGHTS


 village with original architecture and two ski areas:
A
the Cirque du Lys for alpine skiing, Pont d’Espagne for
Nordic activities
A very good natural snow record all winter long
Access to the ski area from the village via a 8-seater
gondola
Pont d’Espagne area (at the heart of the Pyrenees
National Park), known as “Pyrenees’ little
Canada”after slopes closure: 3km downhill.





HAUTES-PYRENEES

CAUTERETS

Biarritz

Pau

Bagnères- Montréjeau
de-Bigorre

Gazost

Arreau
CAUTERETS
Luz-Saint-

France

Saint-Gaudens

Foix

Saint-Girons

Vielhla

Navarre

Spain

Aragon

1 730 M

SKI SLOPES

1 NORDIC SITE
OF 36 KM

FREESTYLE SPACE

Casino; cinema; indoor ice rink; indoor heated pool; tennis courts;
climbing wall; mini golf; library; street-park/ multi-sport ground;
Pyrenees National Park House; 1900 Museum; Bees Pavilion;
confectionery factory; calligraphy; Yoga Altitude; Bio products
discovery, fitness centre with spa water

Quillan

Perpignan
Prades
Céret
Montlouis

Catalogne

2 450 M

22 slopes – 38km
Greens: 5
Reds: 8
Blues: 7
Blacks: 2

Limoux

Ax-lesThermes

Andorre

Narbonne

Lavelanet

Tarascon

Sauveur

TOWARDS BARCELONA

TOWARDS BARCELONA
via the Cadí tunnel

CHILDREN SPECIALS
Sledding and restaurants in Tubing slopes on Cirque du Lys and in
Pont d’Espagne. Kindergarten (4 to 7 years) and a baby sledge in
Cirque du Lys. Mini-club on the slopes of the Lys (3 to 7 years).
Children area «La Verrière enchantée» in the village (3 to 12 years).
Street-park / multi-sport ground at the nature theatre. A carousel in
the village (old carousel from the 50s).

 UN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
F
Cauterets creates the ‘Cauterets Fun Park’.
Nearly 1km long Slalom Zone and a JIB area
adapted for all levels and a Yeti ‘parcours’
adventure area.
 OUSTITI ‘SMILE’
Y
This year in Cauterets, smile on every turn!
The station has installed several cameras
on the ski area. Download the app ‘ Youstiti’ enjoy your ski day and the app will create
a souvenir video.
 OURMET TREATMENT IN BAINS DU ROCHER
G
This winter a new gourmet body treatment
with organic honey from the Pyrenees –
from Ballot-Fleurin. This 1 hr 15 treatment
in a haven of honey: The treatment starts
with a scrub made from plum kernel, propolis
and honey, followed by a massage with
propolis oil and a Cauterets honey body wrap.

1 Oakley Park with boardercross,
Wall Ride, O Rails & Pipe lines

2 DEDICATED
BEGINNER AREAS

Ski season until end of april

with 3 ski-lifts and 2 carpet belt
lifts (including a covered one)

SKI LIFTS

2 SKI SCHOOL

3 gondolas / 3 carpet belt lifts
4 chairlifts 1 detachable chairlift 4 ski-lifts / 11 snow making
machines (the resort exposure
provides very good natural snow
cover during the season)
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Lannemezan

Lourdes
Lourdes
ArgelèsLaruns

Basque
Country

Carcassonne

Tarbes

Oloron-Sainte-Marie

SKI AND LIVING
AFTER SKI
Cauterets-Pont d’Espagne, a Great Site of
Pyrenees nestled in the heart of the National
Park, displays its splendours for cross-country
skiing, snowshoeing, or sledding lovers in an
unspoiled setting. The joys of « après-ski » can
be enjoyed throughout the village, thanks to
the many activities offered by Cauterets: sports,
fitness, recreational and cultural activities for
children and adults.

FOCUS ON ACTIVITIES

Toulouse

Bayonne

NEW !

3 RESTAURANTS

on the slopes, with organic food.

SPA CENTRE
LES BAINS DU ROCHER
Tél.: +33 (0)5 62 92 14 20
www.bains-rocher.fr
A centre dedicated to relaxation and wellbeing through natural hot springs: indoor
and outdoor lagoon, geyser, gooseneck
hose, jacuzzi, sauna, steam bath, herbal tea,
individual massages...
Pass 2H : from 18,5 €.
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FOCUS ON SAINT-LARY

HAUTES-PYRENEES

FREERIDE

HIGHLIGHTS


Biarritz

Lourdes
Lourdes
Argelès-

HAUTES-PYRENEES

SAINT-LARY
STAR OF THE PYRENEES
SINCE 1957
Saint-Lary, Pyrenees Star: enjoy the sweetness of
life in a mountain village with the entertainment
and amenities of a large winter sports resort.
The gondola provides a direct link to the heart of
the ski area. From Saint-Lary village, 2 lifts allow
you to reach the slopes: a gondola and a cable
car. The new last generation chairlift of Bouleaux
permits you to access the top of the ski area in 6
minutes in comfort and without waiting.
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Carcassonne

Tarbes
Lannemezan
Bagnères- Montréjeau
de-Bigorre

Gazost

Laruns

Basque
Country

France

Saint-Gaudens

Arreau

SAINT-LARY

Luz-SaintSauveur

Foix

Saint-Girons

Aragon

Limoux

Quillan

Tarascon

Spain

Ax-lesThermes

Andorre

56 slopes – 100km
Greens: 7
Reds: 13
Blues: 26
Blacks: 10

SKI LIFTS

2 gondolas / 1 cable-car
11 chair-lifts / 15 ski-lifts
2 covered magic carpet
300 snowmaking machines
(46% of the ski area)

3 FREE STYLE AREA

The main snowpark at
Col du Portet with expert
and medium lines
The Saboures Line with beginner
and medium lines
(800m of ride near main snowpark)
The Bouleaux Line on the Grand
Pla d’Adet area that offer a lot of
fun for all levels

Perpignan
Prades
Céret
Montlouis

Catalogne
1 700
M

2 515 M

SKI SLOPES

Narbonne

Lavelanet

Vielhla

Navarre

Taking the black piste ‘Sarrat’ in Saint-Lary, it is
possible to ski one of the most beautiful off piste
routes in the Pyrenees. After fresh snow it is freeride
paradise snowboarders with 350m of descent.

FOCUS ON ACTIVITIES

Pau
Oloron-Sainte-Marie

in Saint-Lary

F amily Plus Mountain resort
Warm and authentic Pyrenean village atmosphere
Accommodation ski-in/ski-out and in the village (link
by gondola to the ski area and the cable car)
Snowpark with music and Live Park

Toulouse

Bayonne

THE ‘SARRATS’

1 BEGINNER
AND FAMILY AREA

with 2 covered conveyor belt
lifts, one kidpark, green slopes,
2 sledding runs, play area, large
pedestrian area…

TOWARDS BARCELONA

TOWARDS BARCELONA
via the Cadí tunnel

NEW !
 EFLEXOTHERAPY COMES TO SAINT-LARY
R
This soft medicine allows, by stimulation
reflexes based on massages, to fight against
the manifestations of stress and pain. Maya
Noirot, graduate of the International School of
Reflexotherapy, offers on simple appointment
therapeutic sessions to maintain good health
and regulate her whole body.
 USIC IN THE SNOW FESTIVAL
M
From February 16 to 23, 2019, the Music
Schools of the Landes offer many events,
happenings and concerts on Saint-Lary:
several hundred young classical musicians
will be in Saint-Lary.

Walking and snowshoeing; cross-country skiing; ski touring; winter
mountaineering; speed-riding; dog sledding 10 km away; snow bike; ice
rink; climbing; icefall climbing; paragliding; descent scooter; Paintball;
disco; cinema ; golf 35 km away. SENSORIA Saint-Lary wellness centre
and its fitness areas; beauty and Rio spa leisure centre with canyoning
concept; House of the Bear; House of the Pyrenees National Park; Moulin
Debat; The house of the Pyrenean heritage.

CHILDREN SPECIALS
2 crèches (booking advised):
In the village, « Maison de la petite enfance » children from 3 months to 6
years : Tel. +33 (0)5 62 40 87 83.
At the foot of the slopes (St-Lary 1700) « Maison des Petits Montagnards »
children 18 months to 6 years Tel. +33 (0)5 62 98 49 73 .
At the foot of the slopes (St-Lary 1700) « Maison des Petits Montagnards »
children from 3 to 12 years. Tel. +33 (0)5 62 98 63 82 / +33 (0)5 62 39 32 91
1 ESF kindergarten : Club Piou Piou for 3/5 years: Tel. +33 (0)5 62 98 44 01.
During school holidays, family entertainment by the resort animation
team, at the foot of the slopes.

2 LUDIC AREAS

The Patou Park and the Kidpark
Playful and fun areas on the
slopes for children. Dedicated
lift, sound system.

3 RESTAURANTS
on the slopes.

SPA CENTRE
SENSORIA
Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 40 71 71 / www.mercuresensoria.com
4 areas: Sensoria beauty for a range of specialist care, Sensoria
Fitness with personalised program and fitness instructor,
Sensoria Back to Shape with spa packages and Sensoria Rio for
the whole family . The spa & wellness centre is connected to the
hotel Mercure 4* by direct access.
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FOCUS ON PEYRAGUDES

HAUTES-PYRENEES

HIGHLIGHTS


F amily Plus Mountain resort
Ski on 2 mountain sides
A beautiful preserved environment
An innovative resort
A guaranteed unlimited pleasurable ski
Discover the resort as the sun rises
with a snowcat
First tracks with the ski patrols

FREERIDE

THE VALLEE BLANCHE
in Peyragudes

Biarritz

In just 20 minutes you can reach the Cap des Hittes summit
taking the Vallee Blanche lift. From this peak you can ski the
northern valley extending your skiing all the way down the
valley when snow conditions allow. A regular shuttle bus
brings skiers back to the village.

Toulouse

Bayonne
Pau
Tarbes

Oloron-Sainte-Marie

Lannemezan

Lourdes
Lourdes
ArgelèsLaruns

HAUTES-PYRENEES

PEYRAGUDES
A TRUE GEM
FOR ALL SNOW LOVERS
Welcome to the most high-tech resort in the
Pyrenees… A unique and ideally oriented East-West
ski area for skiing in the sun all day; guaranteed snow
thanks to a high-performance artificial snowmaking
system ensuring a perfect skiability whatever the
weather conditions; highspeed detachable chairlifts
and hands-free ski pass to give you real ski days and
no queuing time… All the experts agree: Peyragudes
is a cut diamond for true ski lovers. With its high
standard residences directly on the slopes, most of
them equipped with indoor pool and sauna/steam
room and its hotel, the resort is also a real gem to
enjoy the Pyrenees snow without limits.

Bagnèresde-Bigorre

Gazost

Basque
Country

Luz-SaintSauveur

Montréjeau

France

Saint-Gaudens

Foix

Saint-Girons

Arreau

PEYRAGUDES

Aragon

Spain

Lavelanet
Quillan

Ax-lesThermes

Andorre

SKI SLOPES

SKI LIFTS

5 chair-lifts / 4 hightspeed
chair-lifts
2 carpet belt lifts / 1 rope-lift /
5 ski-lifts
250 snow guns
(covering 75% of the ski area)

7 FUN ZONE

1 snowparks, 1 family park,
1 fun slope, 1 skimovie slalom.
3 Gulli zone

2 SECURED
BEGINNER AREAS

2 SNOW GARDENS

with a covered ‘carpet lift’

Perpignan
Prades
Céret
Montlouis

Catalogne
1 600
M

2 400 M

49 slopes – 60km
Greens: 6
Reds: 17
Blues: 22
Blacks: 4

2 SLEDGING AREAS
2 RESTAURANT
ON THE SLOPES

with panoramic terrace

2 ICONIC
ITINERARIES

The Vallee Blanche
and Val de Lumieres

4 SNOWSHOE
ITINERARIES
2 SKI TOURING
ROUTES
SKIERS WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS

Narbonne

Limoux

Tarascon

Vielhla

Navarre

2 carpet belts lifts / 1 rope-lift
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Carcassonne

Adapted lifts, reserved parking,
qualified instructors, sit-ski/
chairs to rent

TOWARDS BARCELONA

TOWARDS BARCELONA
via the Cadí tunnel

FOCUS ON ACTIVITIES
Dog sledding, paragliding, hang gliding, snowshoeing, treatments
and massages, ski touring, spas, torchlight descents, winter
canyoning, cinema, visit of the snow factory, snow cat ride, fact
scoot, igloo construction...

CHILDREN SPECIALS
Crèche from 1 to 6 years: Tel. +33 (0)5 62 99 69 99.
Kindergarten from 4 years.
2 childrens library by GULLI free of charge.
Children ski lessons ESF: Tel. +33 (0)5 61 79 07 12 in Agudes
and Tel. +33 (0)5 62 99 66 97 in Peyresourde.

NEW !
 EYRAGUDES CELEBRATES ITS 30TH BIRTHDAY,
P
The resort provides entertainment all season
long as well as having specific celabratory
offers.
 EYRAGUDES CONTINUES TO DEVELOP
P
There is a new blue piste, a second childrens
library, a new 007 Altibar and the second
pumptrack area.
THE 1ST 5* WELLNESS CAMPING IN FRANCE
The campsite ‘La Vacance-Pène Blanche’ has
been awarded 5 stars. It has large, comfortable
mobile homes made mostly of wood with
plenty of space, a place of Zen: yoga, taichi,
Respirology... The village-camping will open
its doors for Christmas and will be open in
winter as well as summer.

SPA CENTRE
BALNÉA
Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 49 19 19 / www.balnea.fr
In the valley at Loudenvielle, Balnéa spa centre with thermal
water offers 4 areas: Roman with a 33 °C lagoon, jacuzzis,
steam room, whirlpool... Tibetan for a wide range of
personalised treatments , Japanese with 3 outdoor pools,
jacuzzi and panoramic saunas, Japanese garden ... and
Native American for families (large basin at 33 °C , bubble
beds , geysers, hot tubs , spa, ... ) Spa & wellness complex
«The Spassio» at the foot of the slopes in Peyragudes
(Peyresourde side).

NEW ! From December 2018, Balnéa will
offer a musical spa under the night sky.
Being part of the International Reserve of Starry Sky
of the Pic du Midi, Balnéa wants to allow its customers
to enjoy a moment of peace. For 15 minutes,
lying in the spa water, Balnea will project a show
on to the walls.
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FOCUS ON GRAND TOURMALET

HAUTES-PYRENEES

Biarritz

Toulouse

Bayonne
Pau

Carcassonne

Tarbes

Oloron-Sainte-Marie

Lannemezan

Lourdes

Lourdes
ArgelèsGazost

Laruns

Basque
Country

Bagnères- Montréjeau
de-Bigorre

France

Saint-Gaudens

GRAND
ArreauTOURMALET

Foix

Saint-Girons
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Spain
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Navarre

HIGHLIGHTS

Narbonne

Ax-lesThermes

Andorre

Perpignan
Céret
Montlouis

Catalogne
1 400
M

2 500 M



Prades



TOWARDS BARCELONA

TOWARDS BARCELONA
via the Cadí tunnel




Freeride
ski on the Pic du Midi,
more than 1.500m vertical drop
2 sides: La Mongie, ski-in/skiout resort;
Barèges, an authentic Pyrenean village.
Sledding from the Col du Tourmalet
after slopes closure: 3km downhill.

BALNEOTHERAPY

FOCUS ON ACTIVITIES

LA MONGIE SIDE: AQUENSIS
WWW.AQUENSIS.FR

IN BAREGES

Four areas : relaxation with 300m2 basin, pool,
sauna, steam room… wellness for personalised
treatments, fitness for a tonic programme.
Espace « chic and spa ».

GRAND
TOURMALET

BAREGES SIDE: CIELÉO
WWW.CIELEO-BAREGES.COM

On three levels : Spa treatments (massages,
baths…) zone, beauty zone and relaxation zone
with pool, sauna, steam room.

• ESF : welcoming children for the age of 4.
For children between the age of 3 and 4,
small group lessons are offered during
French school holidays.
Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 92 68 86 - www.esfbareges.fr
• Ecoloski : welcoming children from 4 years
old.
Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 92 11 91 / +33 (0)5 62 92 69 66
www.ecoloski.fr

HAUTES-PYRENEES

LARGEST SKI AREA
IN THE PYRENEES
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BAREGES

Kindergarten at Tournaboup. Enquiries with
the ski schools.

BARÈGES - LA MONGIE - PIC DU MIDI

At the foot of the Pic du Midi of Bigorre, Grand
Tourmalet offers the largest ski area in the French
Pyrenees. Grand Tourmalet provides the choice of
different winter atmospheres, varying on each side
of the mountain. Bareges reveals its traditional
Pyrenean village charm and cocooning atmosphere.
La Mongie offers a high mountain atmosphere with
all the amenities of a ski-in/ ski-out resort. Just
put your skis on and off you go for hours of ski and
happiness for all.

CHILDREN SPECIALS

NEW !
SKI SLOPES

62 slopes – 100km
Greens: 16
Reds: 16
Blues: 25

Blacks: 5

SKI LIFTS

2 cable cars, 10 ski-lifts
15 chair-lifts, 4 detachable
chair-lifts, 3 carpet belt lifts
265 snow making machines,
covering 40% of the ski area

1 SNOWPARK
1 FREERIDE ZONE
2 BEGINNERS AREA
5 SKI SCHOOLS (2ESF)
6 MOUNTAIN
RESTAURANTS

 AJOR LONG-TERM PROJECTS
M
The Grand Tourmalet development project 360:
20 M euros has already been invested in the ski
area over the last 5 years, the modernization
of area will continue next season with a further
20 million euros of planned investments for
more beginner areas and smoother main pistes.
« THE PERCHOIR DES PYRÉNÉES»
www.leperchoirdespyrenees.com
Elodie has just created the ‘Perchoir des
Pyrenees’, a unique place close to the Pic
du Midi and Bagnères-de-Bigorre. There will
be a bubble like-clear tent offering amazing
views, a sibley tent (similar to a tipi) and a
dovecote style shelter.

LA MONGIE

• Mini-Club E.S.F. : for children 3 to 5 years
old who want to have fun in the snow and
try skiing. At Piou Piou clubs everything is
organised so skiing is seen as pleasurable
and fun. La Mongie Club Piou Piou is a
protected area with specific equipment
(small lift, marmots figurine…) and ski
instructors to supervise and teach the little
ones.
Tel.: +33 (0)5 62 91 92 44
www.esf-lamongie.com
• ESI du Tourmalet : différent Packages for
children over 5 years old (week end, 3 days,
on Wednesday…).
Tel.: +33 (0)6 36 23 98 01
www.esi-tourmalet.com
• Crèche : from 12 month old to 4 years.
Booking in advance strongly advised.

Biathlon ; Dog sledding ; snowmobile ; snow
cat ride ; torchlight descent ; snowshoeing
( full day , half day , evening meal ) ; paragliding ; spa centre CIELEO to access an area of
aquatic relaxation and also enjoy fitness
treatments ; squash ; library ; cinema ; bars ;
village hall; disco; entertainment in the
village and at the foot of the slopes ; family
area (Internet access , games, WII, reading
corner, inflatable) open every day after
skiing ; ATMs ; 24h/24 petrol station; ice-rink
15 km away.
Nordic area on Barèges side : 20km of marked
trails for snowshoeing tours. 7 routes for
different levels, from 1 to 5 hours walk.
Snowshoeing activities are free. Dog sledding
at the heart of the forest of Ayré.

IN LA MONGIE

Visit of the Pic du Midi : access by cable car
from La Mongie ; shop ; restaurant ; snowmobile rides ( special children tour during the
day ) ; snow cat ride ; snowshoeing descent ;
torchlight descent ; snowshoeing outings
with guides ( full day, half day or under the
moonlight ) ; family entertainment every day
during school holidays, music bars ; cash
dispenser.

IN PAYOLLE (20KM)

Dog sledding ; snowshoeing ; pedestrian
walk around the lake ; bar ; hotel ; restaurants. Here, you will find, in family or between
friends, in front of a wild nature, face to the
Pic du Midi, to oxygenate you during long
walks in the snow, perilous toboggan descents, memorable snowball battles.

IN BAGNERES-DE-BIGORRE (25 KM)

Fitness centre « Aquensis, Thermal Spa® »;
Golf de Bigorre (superb 18 hole facing the
Pyrenees); rock climbing ; horseback riding;
indoor tennis ; pool ; cinema  ; Museum
of Natural History; Casino de Bagnères de
Bigorre (slot machines).
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FOCUS ON THE PIC DU MIDI

HAUTES-PYRENEES

HUGE TERRAIN

SOMETHING NEW FOR EVERYONE,
BOTH ON AND OFF PISTE
A Pic du Midi cable car welcomes its passengers
for a spectacular ride right to the top, to an
altitude of 2,877m, where a 1,000m2 panoramic
terraces offer a 360° view of the Pyrenees, the
plains of the South-West and the foothills of the
Massif Central.The experience is unique, and the
panorama exceptional.
But the Pic du Midi also houses an astronomical
observatory valued by scientists who observe
Europe’s purest starry sky from here (International
Dark Sky Reserve accredited).
The Pic du Midi can be visited during the day and
evening (limited dates during the year). Visitors are
also offered the possibility of spending the night.

IT IS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VIEWS
IN THE PYRENEES
To reach the Pic one ascends by cable-car from La Mongie in fourteen
minutes and then step out to the panorama offered of the Pyrenees and
the great southern plains – it is unforgettable. There are 600 square metres
of terraces and guides help visitors explore over 300 kilometres of summits
and peaks and explain all about the wildlife here in the mountains. Since
1880 the Pic has been dedicated to the exploration of the universe and
remains the highest observation platform in Europe and the research
centre for the sun and the magnetism of the stars.

THE CLEAREST SKY IN EUROPE
The Pic du Midi was named an“International Dark Sky Reserve” (IDSR) by
an American association: the International Dark Sky Association (IDA). It is
the 5th in the world, the 1st in Europe and the largest on the planet with a
600km2 protected central area. This accreditation recognises the incredible night sky due to unrivalled clean air and atmospheric stability.

A NIGHT ON THE SUMMIT
ALL ABOARD FOR THE PLANETARIUM
Europe’s highest planetarium has been launched into
orbit at the Pic du Midi. At the heart of the one hundred
year old Baillaud Dome an 8-metre wide hemispheric
screen covers the dome in its entirety. This winter the
gigantic cinema will project a film which recounts the
history of the Pic du Midi since it was built.
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Since 2006 the Pic du Midi has been offering nights on the summit. It is
during the night that the Pic du Midi reveals all its magic. The traditional
dinner is prepared with regional certified products.
Accompanied by an astronomer your group (maximum 27 people) can
spend an unforgettable night observing the stars, whether with the naked
eye or with the 500 telescope in the Charvin dome. Bedrooms for one or
two people have been recently refurbished for well-deserved rest. Early in
the morning one can enjoy the fabulous sight of sunrise over the Pyrenees.
The whole experience allows one to discover the work of the Pic’s
astronomers.

THE ONLY 100%
FREERIDE AREA
IN THE PYRENEES
The Pic du Midi opened its unique freeride ski
domain in December 2013, based on the idea of the
Aiguille du Midi in Chamonix and La Grave in the
Alpes. As a result, the first and the second parts of
the cable car are now opened to the most
experienced skiers. Each stage of the cable car
journey allows access to an exceptional high
mountain ski area that spreads over the three slopes
of the Pic du Midi.

FREERIDE RUNS FROM THE PEAK
AT AN ALTITUDE OF 2877M
 oume Peak: On La Mongie slope a 1700m
C
difference in altitude, a 10km run and arriving
lower than the resort in Artigues-Campan.

LISTED AMONG THE WORLD’S
TOP 50 MOST BEAUTIFUL
FREERIDE SITES
British journalist Patrick“Snowhunter”
Thorne put the Pic du Midi in his guide to
the world’s most beautiful freeride spots.
He described it as unique with:
“up to 300km of peaks in view, and it is
imperative that you stay a while and take
in the 360-degree panorama. Indeed, in

clear conditions, the night sky above is
equally stunning.”
“If it was groomed and graded, this might
be a black-gradient slope with those
magnificent vistas still in front of you,
before it drops into vast, wide, sweeping,
powder-filled valleys between rocky
buttresses. In normal conditions a good
off-piste skier can cope with these and
indeed obtain maximum powder pleasure
from them.”

 lassic: a 1000m difference in altitude and a 45
C
minute run on the south-facing slope. The run
takes skiers above the frozen Oncet Lake.Arrival at
the foot of the Grand Tourmalet slopes on the
Bareges slope.
 lack Rock: for advanced skiers.The run takes
B
skiers beneath the ski lift to the foot of the slopes
on La Mongie slope.
 otanical Garden: next to the previous trail.
B
Skiers feel as though they’re on a ski piste. Southfacing run with a 45° slope.

FREERIDE TRAILS FROM THE TAOULET
HALFWAY POINT AT AN ALTITUDE
OF 2341M
Skiers can choose from 4 runs:
Purple • Green • Yellow • White

NEW !
 OTAL IMMERSION
T
WITH ‘HISTOPAD’
In December, thanks to touch
pads called HistoPad, the Pic du
Midi offers a new interactive visit
– Visitors will have 2d and 3d
experiences looking in to the past
and inaccessible sectors of the
Pic du Midi.

 PACE EXPERIENCES:
S
SCIENCE FOR ALL
Since June 2018, ‘Espace
experience’s reinforces the Pic’s
attraction for all and the new
interpretation centre , with its
interactivity allows a more scientific
understanding of the observatory
at the Pic du Midi.
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FOCUS ON AX-3-DOMAINES

ARIEGE-PYRENEES

HIGHLIGHTS


 areas for all abilities,
Ski
from beginners to freeriders
Proximity to Andorra: 40 minutes
driving (shuttle bus on Wednesday
and Saturday)
Couloubret thermal Hot Water Pools plus
thermal foot spa at base of gondola
Application for ISO 14 001
environment certification qualification

FOCUS ON ACTIVITIES
Numerous entertainment at the foot of the slopes (torchlight
descent, fireworks, sledge race, treasure hunt…), restaurants, bars,
disco, speed riding, duoparagliding, snowshoe hiking on marked
trails or off-trail with a guide.
Biarritz

IN AX-LES-THERMES

Toulouse

Bayonne
Pau

Carcassonne

Tarbes

Oloron-Sainte-Marie

Lourdes
Laruns

Basque
Country

Lourdes
ArgelèsGazost

AX-3-DOMAINES

Luz-SaintSauveur

Lannemezan
Bagnères- Montréjeau
de-Bigorre

Saint-Gaudens

Foix

Saint-Girons

Arreau

ARIEGE-PYRENEES

3 AREAS,
1 TERRITORY, 1 TRIBE
Situated at the gateway to Spain and Andorra, with three ski
areas (les Campels, le Saquet and Bonascre), the resort of Ax-3Domaines allows you to switch from smooth skiing among the firs,
beginner area and altitude skiing. Its thermoleisure centre, casino,
restaurants and entertainment on offer throughout the season
make it a destination for the whole family. Everyone can enjoy
the week at their own pace and according to their desires. Indulge
yourself and join the tribe of the resort fans.

Limoux

Lavelanet

France
Quillan

Tarascon

AX-3-DOMAINESPrades

Vielhla

Ax-lesThermes

Navarre

Aragon

Perpignan
Céret

Andorre

Spain

Montlouis

1 400 M

Catalogne

TOWARDS BARCELONA

TOWARDS BARCELONA
via the Cadí tunnel

2 400 M

CHILDREN SPECIALS
A crèche on the slopes for children from 3 months to 6 years. Open daily
from 9 a.m to 4:45 p.m. from the beginning to the end of the season.
Limited places, recommended booking: Tel. +33 (0)5 61 64 29 64.
Plus: can be combined with the Kindergarten (e.g. morning at the
Kindergarten and afternoon at the crèche, under supervision of
qualified staff).

NEW !
 NE BRAND NEW 4 SEATS CHAIR LIFTS
O
named Bisorne in Domaine Les Campels.
 MENITIES ON THE SAQUET DOMAINE
A
with a pully/cord lift.
 PGRADES IN THE PICNIC ROOM AND SKI
U
LOCKER AREA.

SKI SLOPES

36 slopes – 80km
Greens: 9
Reds: 9
Blues: 11

Blacks: 6

SKI LIFTS

9 ski-lifts / 6 chair-lifts and 2 gondolas
285 snow making machines
1 gondola linking the village to the resort
( 27 cables car of 16 seats )

FREESTYLE

big air on the slopes

2 RESTAURANT
on the slopes

SLEDDING AREA
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Narbonne

cinema, casino and wellness centre
10km from Ax: Nordic area of Chioula
40km from Ax: Nordic area of Beille and dog-sledding

SPA CENTRE
BAINS DU COULOUBRET
Tel.: +33 (0)5 61 02 64 41 / www.bains-couloubret.com
Located at the heart of Ax-les-Thermes, this wellness centre complements the tourist offer of Ax Valley and offers an alternative to
visitors and holidaymakers. An area of 3000 m2 located in the
ancient baths of Couloubret whose neo-Gothic façade was
retained. The thermal water makes Ax reputation and supplies the
various basins. All decoration and organisation of the Bath are
inspired by Roman antiquity: marbles, columns, warm colours,
murals, mosaics, etc... In addition, a range of treatments and packages has been made to provide you with a deep sense of relaxation and well-being.
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FOCUS ON LES ANGLES

PYRENEES-ORIENTALES

FOCUS ON ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS


Biarritz

Pau

Lourdes
Laruns

Basque
Country

PYRENEES-ORIENTALES

LES ANGLES
VILLAGE SKI RESORT
Developed at the foot of the slopes,
Les Angles is a true village-resort, which
has preserved its authentic character while
meeting the demands of a modern ski resort.
This unique setting in the Pyrenees, where
ski slopes come back into the old village,
guarantees a great atmosphere during the
day and lively Catalan nights. Les Angles
offers downhill skiing, snowboarding,
Nordic skiing, and all the activities that you
can seek.
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Carcassonne

Tarbes

Oloron-Sainte-Marie
Lourdes
ArgelèsGazost

Luz-SaintSauveur

Narbonne

Lannemezan
Bagnères- Montréjeau
de-Bigorre

Saint-Gaudens

Foix

Saint-Girons

Arreau

Limoux

Lavelanet

Vielhla

Aragon

Ax-lesThermes

Andorre

Spain

France
Quillan

Tarascon

Navarre

CHILDREN SPECIALS
Have fun on the secure family fun
area of the Deer green slope!
Discover: whoops, banked turns,

Night skiing : Free on the lower
section of the resort, on Saturdays
and everyday during school holidays,
from 5pm to 7pm.

NEW !

Toulouse

Bayonne

F amily Plus Mountain resort.
An innovative resort with a great family spirit.
Warm and authentic Pyrenean village atmosphere.
Alternating between pine forest and pristine wide
open spaces.
Ski areas for all abilities, from beginners to freeriders
Wildlife natural Park, with wonderful animals
that inhabit the Pyrenees.

Discover a whole host of enjoyable
and fun activities: downhill skiing,
cross country skiing, snowshoeing,
wildlife park, bowling, cinema, hot
baths… As well as those “gentle”
activities, some might prefer more
thrilling experience such as ice diving,
paragliding, dog sledding, snake gliss
or the adventure trail.

bumps, rails… an introduction to
freestyle accessible to everyone. A
dedicated toboggan area and with
artificial snow thanks to two snow
making machines is available on the
lower section of the resort.
Kindergarten with group lessons for
toddlers in a safe and suitable area.
For older kids, group lessons with a
suitable and scalable instruction for
each level.

Perpignan
Prades

LES ANGLES
Céret

Montlouis

1 600 M

Catalogne

TOWARDS BARCELONA

TOWARDS BARCELONA
via the Cadí tunnel

2 400 M

SPA CENTRE
ANGLÉO - BALNÉO & SPA
Avenue de Mont-Louis - 66210 Les Angles
Tel.: +33 (0)4 68 04 39 33 / angleo@les-angles.com
www.lesangles.com
THE INDOOR SPACES
This is where stone, wood and water harmoniously
come together, creating a variety of atmospheres in
several different areas. Relaxation and serenity are the
order of the day.
THE CHILDREN’S AREA

SKI SLOPES

45 slopes – 55km
Greens: 14
Reds: 14
Blues: 9   
Blacks: 8

SKI LIFTS

1 WILD AREA

Espace Costa Verde, fully
dedicated to freeriders; 3 black
slopes on a section with totally
natural snow cover.

1 PROTECTED
SLEDGE AREA

4 chair-lifts
12 ski-lifts / 1x16-seater gondola
and 2 carpet belt lifts
363 snow making machines.

with 2 snow making machines.

1 SNOWPARK

2 RESTAURANTS

with freestyle airbag, open
everyday from 10h to 16h.
secured by shapers.
(free access)

on the slopes.

FREE SHUTTLE BUS

A Zen-like area for children who will love the massaging
spray jets and bubblers…
THE QUIET ZONE
An immersive sensory and visual experience lets the
unwinding process begin
THE BIG POOL
Swan-neck stations, water cannons, hydromassage
jets, light therapy, massaging sprays… Everything is in
place to spend the most enjoyable time…
THE STEAM ROOM AND SAUNA
Because there is nowhere like Les Angles.. We have
redesigned the steam room and sauna… an igloo in
the East and Scandinavia in a wooden tub.

THE SALT CELLAR
Well-being initiation to the benefits of halotherapy.
THE OUTSIDE SPACES
Nice and warm when it’s so cold outside!
WELL-BEING CENTRE
Relaxation, meditation, our beauticians are here to
welcome you to our cosy and quiet space. Natural
essences, subdued lighting and meditative music.
Once you are settled in, simply drift away feeling the
multi-sensory effect of our oils, rich creams and hot
stones…
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FOCUS ON HOLIDAY PACKAGES

GREAT
DEALS

LES ANGLES
SKI, BUBBLES AND HARMONY !!
Nice and warm when it’s so cold outside! The perfect complement to
skiing … We have imagined what everyone would need to unwind or
simply for pure pleasure ... Perfect combination between the strength
of the ski, the softness of the bubbles, the calm and respect for the
environment … You will be accommodated in “Chalet Ana”. A rare
gem set in a jewel case of pure nature, nestled between ski runs and
lakes, a real dream-chalet in the heart of the resort.

HOLIDAY
PACKAGES

SAINT-LARY

From

403 €

/ pers.

How to book? contact@chalet-ana.com
or by phone +33 (0)4 68 04 09 69 - +33 (0)6 84 07 13 16
More informations on www.chalet-ana.com

SAINT-LARY
WEEKEND IN THE WILD

After a super day on the slopes at one of the top ski resorts you
can relax in the Sensoria Spa. Naturally warm spa waters at
32C, the Nuxe range of treatments, jacuzzi, bubble beds, massage geysers will soothe, relax and regenerate. The next day
after a cosy night in your hotel you have the choice between
the ski runs of Pla d’Adet, Espiaube and Saint-Lary 2400.

Skiing but not just skiing! Tranquility and magnificent scenery
from sunrise to sunset? Here it is possible. From the mountain
refuge on the edge of the frozen lake in the Neouvielle Nature
Reserve you can directly access the ski runs of Saint-Lary, for a
ski experience ‘no limits’. From your bedroom window you can
savour the surrounding summits bathed in ever changing sunlight. The evenings will be lively and warm, gathered around
the log fire, enjoying the many tales of your hosts.

6 days/5 nights in a 4 star hotel Mercure, halfboard. Direct access from your hotel to the spa
centre • 4 day ski pass for Saint-Lary • 10 spa
treatments ‘Nuxe Spa’ at the Sensoria Spa.
Based on 2 persons.

3 days/2 nights : 2 nights in a 3 star hotel, B & B,
and 1 night in a guarded mountain refuge with a
lakeside location, half-board • 3 day ski pass for
Saint-Lary • Ski hire for 3 days.
Based on 2 persons.

SNOWBALLS IN SAINT-LARY

From

1 254 €

/ pers.

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone : +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com
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5 days/4 nights in Chalet Ana in flat “For lovers” with
1 bedroom, bathroom with walk-in shower, terrace
with access to the garden • 4 day ski pass for Les Angles
• 1 entry (2 hours) to the Angléo Balnéo & Spa • Your lift
passes delivered to your studio. Based on 2 persons.

From

340 €

/ pers.

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone : +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com

AX-3-DOMAINES
SO CHARMING!
The comfort of a 3-stars hotel in the heart of a spa town, at the
foot of the slopes, perfect way to unwind! Enjoy the gastronomic restaurant with local flavours, enjoy the charming village
with its casino, its thermal springs…and treat yourself to two
days of skiing on the 80km of slopes at the ski resort Ax-3-Domaines, linked to the resort by the gondola.
3 days/2 nights : 2 nights in a 3 stars hotel, B&B,
From
days ski pass. Based on 2 persons.
132,50€ 2Special
trip: by plane with 5 flights companies
/ pers.
flying from Edimbourg, Manchester, Birmigham,
Bristol and London (Gatwick, Stansted Luton and Heathrow) to
Toulouse. When you get to Toulouse book your transfer with
eco-navette.fr to Ax les Thermes +33 (0)6 20 03 11 46 or by email at
moun317@hotmail.fr
How to book? reservation@vallees-ax.com

AX-3-DOMAINES
HAPPY NEW YEAR !
Winter sports enthusiast, passionate about skiing or thirsty for
powder - This stay is for you! For a week, you will hit the 80 km
of slopes at Ax-3-Domaines. Green, blue, red and black will
have no secrets for you ... Real king of the slopes, you will enjoy
sharing these moments with family or friends.
From

1 185 €
/ family

8 days/7 nights in a charming resort, thermal
springs-casino-ski resort, with lift pass for 6 days
of ski in Ax-3- Domaines, in an apartment for 4
peoples, perfect for family. Great new year’s eve
party on the slopes with ice bar and live music!
Based on 2 adults/2 children (6 to 17 years old)

Special trip: London to Ax-les-Thermes by train via Paris, or take
the time to discover France through the new TGV line Paris – Bordeaux, then on to Toulouse, then take the train to Ax-les-Thermes
How to book? reservation@vallees-ax.com
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FOCUS ON HOLIDAY PACKAGES

CAUTERETS
THE QUEEN OF THE SNOWS
Enjoy the superb snows of Cauterets, both downhill at the
snow sure Lys area or cross-country in the magnificent protected scenery of the Pyrenees National Park at Pont d’Espagne.
And there’s more! Soothing naturally warm spa waters, a
relaxing massage by expert hands, the culinary masterpieces
of Philippe and Natasha... Winter in Cauterets is a thousand
marvels. Welcome!
From

384 €
/ pers.

3 days/3 nights in a 3 star hotel, B & B • 2 day ski
pass for Cauterets • 1 day nordic ski pass for
Cauterets Pont d’Espagne • 2 day ski hire • 1 day
snowshoes hire • 1 pass (2h) for the Bains du
Rocher Spa baths. Based on two sharing.

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone: +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com

PEYRAGUDES

CAUTERETS
WINTER IN CAUTERETS
Enjoy a great value week, perfect to enjoy the joys of skiing.
Cauterets offers a cozy base village with its Belle Epoque architecture and lively atmosphere in a small mountain town. On
the slopes: magnificent panoramas, natural snow all winter
long and cozy terraces. Continue to enjoy yourself in the naturally warm water of the spa center with its outdoor pool area.
From

309 €
/ pers.

1 week in studio in a 2 star residence • 6 day ski
pass for Cauterets • 1 pass (2h) for the Bains du
Rocher Spa baths. Based on two sharing.

PEYRAGUDES
SKI AND SPA
During the week your life is so hectic, running from left to right,
always chasing the time. But now STOP! This weekend it’s time
to take a break from the daily grind and head for Peyragudes.
Your only worry? Make sure you apply your sun cream!... As for
the rest, let us take care of you. The residence and the spa are
so close to the ski runs. A ZEN ski weekend, it’s here!
From

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone: +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com

280 €
/ pers.

5 days/4 nights in studio in a 3 star residence on
the edge of the ski runs • 3 day ski pass for Peyragudes • 1 entry (2 hours) to the Spassio by Balnea
Spa centre • Access to interior heated pool, sauna
and gym • Your lift passes delivered to your studio.
Based on 2 persons.

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone: +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com

GRAND TOURMALET

NEW !

FREERIDE DESCENTS PIC DU MIDI

AERIAL WALKWAY

Take the Pic du Midi cable car for a spectacular voyage to the
summit at 2877 metres, where 600 m2 of viewing terraces
await, marvel at the 360 degree panorama over the whole of
the Pyrenees, the plains of the south west and even the Massif
Central. The Pic du Midi also houses a famous astronomical
observatory, a star museum (the highest museum in Europe)
which explains the history of this exceptional site and the exploration of the universe.
From

204 €
/ pers.

3 days/2 nights in 3 star hotel, B & B • 2 day ski
pass for the zone freeride of the Pic du Midi (unlimited access, site visit + access to the Tourmalet
chairlift for the return to La Mongie) • Booking fee.
Based on 2 persons.

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone: +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com

FAMILY SKI PARADISE
The family friendly ski resort of Peyragudes (it has the Famille
Plus certificate), offers every sort of snow fun - ski, toboggan,
airboard, snake slide, snooc... There are freestyle areas for
every level. A long panoramic blue run, the 007, takes you past
the place where parts of the James Bond film ‘Tomorrow
Never Dies’ was filmed. As the sun sets over the valley, enjoy
welcoming log fires... many different activities are available for
your evenings, the temptation is everywhere, try the soothing
warm waters of the Balnea by Spassio spa baths, wonderful for
both young and old.
From

2 370 €
/ family

1 week in a studio in a tourist residence on the
edge of the slopes • 6 day family ski pass for
Peyragudes • Ski hire for all the family for 6 days •
Ski lessons for the children (2h30 per day for 6
days) • Access to the residence’s leisure area with
indoor heated pool, sauna and wave baths •
1 family pass (2hrs) for the Spassio by Balnea Spa.
Based on 2 adults + 2 children.

How to book? laboutique@ha-py.fr
or by phone: +33 (0)5 62 56 70 00
More informations on : www.pyrenees-holiday.com
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GRAND TOURMALET
SHORT WEEK
Want to Get away? Stay at Grand Tourmalet. Enjoy a few
days skiing on the largest ski area in the French Pyrenees at a
reduced price.
From

150 €
/ pers.

The + : the weeks in January, March and April are
particularly uncrowded, so you will have clear
tracks for you and your loved ones !
4 nights / 5 days from 14 to 18 January, from 21 to
25 January, from 18 to 22 March, from 25 to 29
March and from 1 to 05 April.
Close by: Spa Centre ‘Aquensis’ in Bagnères de
Bigorre. Aqua Pass «smart» 2h (entrance before
12:30 or afer 17:30) 15 € / person.

How to book?
http://www.grand-tourmalet.com/uk/il4-news_i718-shortweek.aspx or by phone at +33 (0)5 62 97 71 00.
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F Les Bains du Couloubret

All resorts of the French Pyrenees are easily
accessible by plane via Toulouse, Tarbes-Lourdes,
Pau, Carcassonne and Perpignan airports.

TARBES
LOURDES

Cauterets

Grand Tourmalet

4 Pic du midi

A Les Bains du Rocher

BY PLANE

FROM AIRPORTS TO SKI RESORTS
AIRPORTS /
RESORTS

3 Peyragudes

SERVICE SHUTTLES
Hautes-Pyrenees organises taxi shuttles between the
airport Tarbes Lourdes Pyrenees and ski resorts:
Cauterets, Grand Tourmalet (Barèges and La Mongie),
Saint-Lary, Peyragudes and the Pic du Midi. The ride
lasts about 1 hour.
The shuttle service is organised according to the
number of bookings. Reservations should be made in
advance as if there are none the service will not run. If
seats are available one can buy a ticket at Lourdes
airport with payment to the driver.
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PYRENEAN CONFEDERATION
OF TOURISM
7, rue des Prêtres – 31 000 Toulouse, France
Tel. +33 (0)5 34 40 78 40
www.facebook.com/pyrenees1
www.twitter.com/Pyrenees_1
www.youtube.com/user/Pyreneesun
contact@lespyrenees.net I www.lespyrenees.net

CONTACTS
PRESS RELATIONS
Vanessa Fisher
T. +44 7957 618525 I vanessa@vanessafisher.com
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